
Agenda for the April 5 Meeting 

 

Recall that the Provost would like us to propose two full-year calendars: 

1. An “Early Calendar” meaning the best possible calendar given that commencement is moved to 

the weekend that is two weeks before Memorial Day. 

2. A “Late Calendar”  meaning the best possible calendar given that commencement stays on 

Memorial Day weekend. 

We have to come up with these in about 10 days and a report to go along with it. Below are a pair of 

early calendars and a pair of late calendars. Key properties… 

 Between 
Semester 

Summer 
(Days) 

Summer 
(Whole Weeks) 

Early 1 24 or 31 104 or 111 14 or 15 

Early 2 22 or 29 105 or 112 14 or 15 

Late 1 25 or 32 97 or 104 13 or 14 

Late 2 30 or 37 95 or 102 13 or 14 

Current 33 or 40 90 or 97* 12 or 13* 

*Need to double check 

Attached are 10-year displays of all the possibilities. Note: We are using Rob’s spring break set up, for all 

the spring calendars. This is something that we have to decide upon soon. But it is not central to the 

discussion below. 

 

Early Calendar Discussion 

The basic tension here is that Faculty and Grads are very much against S3 and S4 while  ugrads like S3 

but not S4. The ugrads are extremely reluctant to let go of February break and that is why they dislike 

S4. 

We saw all this and that is why we moved to “F+S” which featured an extended Senior week.  

Nevertheless, we have to respond to the Provost’s request for an early calendar. 

 

Early 1 

S4 is a compromise. Faculty and grads give up their love of the long intersession and ugrads give up 

there love of a short second break in the spring. 

The idea behind Early 1 is to combine S4 with the current fall calendar. This maximizes the length of the 

between semester break. However, it sacrifices everything good about F. Same lousy orientation. Same 

lousy class day set-up around Thanksgiving. 

 



Early 2 

This is really F + S4. It has a nice fall calendar with a good orientation and a smart classday set up around 

Thanksgiving. It has a slightly shorter between-semester break when compared to Early 1. And from the 

standpoint of whole weeks it has the same long-summer attributes as Early 1. 

My Calendar-o-meter suggests  that we should put forth Early 2 as the best early calendar. Agreed? 

 

 Late Calendar Discussion 

The challenge here is to increase the length of summer by starting a little later in January and ending a  

  

Late 1 
 

This is what we were calling “F+S” two weeks ago. Small change 

“dawdled” the exam period a bit. No exams on sat and sun (a popular religious move 

and popular childcare friendly” move.  By dawdling the senior week expansion does not look radical. In 

some years  MLK Day is interior to the semester 

 

Late 2 
 

Same as lLte 1 only it puts the two January class days into May. This adds a 

Few days to the between semester break and subtracts a few days to the summer. It does NOT reduce 

the number of whole weeks in the summer compared to Late 1. This is a key metric whenit comes to 

summer jobs and internships. A niice thing about Late 2 is that the fall and spring calendars look the 

same in the closing weeks. 

 

 

What does your calendar-o-meter say about Late 1 vs Late 2? 

  

 

 


